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The installation reveals a flight through
Danish history and presence, of its types
and typologies. Landscape affected by
former deforestation, urbanity awarded
for its liveability and a modern open-minded culture is reflected by the real-time
rendering of the European energy grid by
water-operating storage pistons.
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Expressing the urgency of the topic, there
will be no opportunity pass by ‘the more’,
but entering it and get an insight. The
narrative effect of the changing topography will move visitors emotionally and induce a feeling of thematic reverberation.
The focus is still laid on the local qualities
staying subtle in addressing all ages.

Amager resource center

Changing topographies and images can be
generated by the parametric control so
that the Burmeister & Wain infrastructure or individual two or three dimensional images or spaces can be created. Cutouts in the flooring show the ‘backend’ of
the installation. Turbines and piping are
shown to express speed and direction.
Energy functions a link between technology, society and ecology. Climate and human development are interconnected with
art and space.
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Its function as an interactive urban landscape integrates it into the contexts of
Refshaleøen and greater surroundings,
providing spaces for visitors to promenade, linger and broaden their horizon.

Energetic storage as artwork functions
by its accessibility, thus the storage is
divided into plenty of small sections. Each
pumped storage element is incorporated
into a common and water circuit supplied
by filtered water from the Lynetten waste water facility.
Energetic surpluses in the grid are transformed into potential energy by lifting
the massive pistons up and retransforming them back to electricity by sinking
down again. The capacity and efficiency depends on technical factors (height,
diameter, weight, friction [piston, pipes,
turbines] resistance of conductors) and
on softer influences, such as frequency
of fluctuations in production and demand.
The visitor gets into direct contact with
energy amounts translated into a spatial
experience.
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energy supply for approx. 117 Danish
households for one year each
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one red line of light per supplied
Danish household
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surface efficieny compared to an
average pumped hydro storage plant

